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Foreword

Wolseley Road is one of the city’s original historic
routes connecting the city centre to its communities
in the north west. It was a key link in the past
which provided a crossing of the river Tamar to
Cornwall. This route is virtually unrecognisable
now from its original single track and has evolved
into a dual carriageway to take todays traffic and
bus movements. Whilst that change has been
necessary to ensure the city’s transport systems
have supported the city’s growth, but as with many
cities the way in which this has been done has put
the needs of vehicles above those of people.
This study provides an opportunity to re-address
this balance and change the character of the road
as it passes through the hearts of communities, reconnecting them and making them distinctive places
in their own right.
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Executive Summary

Whilst Wolseley Road is an important route
for traffic in the city, it is also a place where
neighbourhoods converge, where people live, go to
school and work, and go shopping. The quality of the
environment in many parts of the existing street
is harsh and ideally needs to re balanced in favour of
some of these important community roles.

Whilst making sure that Wolseley Road responds
better in the future to the needs of local
communities it is also important that proposals are
designed and implemented in a manner that does
not undermine the strategic city transport functions
of the road - moreover they should seek to enhance
this key role.

To achieve this, there is a lot of work to be done.
The approach of this report is to establish a
framework or change that can be implemented
incrementally through a series of immediate, short,
and longer-term projects that are inter related
and come together to secure an overall series of
outcomes and objectives. This approach will help
to make change happen quickly on the ground as
well as manage expectations and create realistic
proposals from a financial perspective.

This summary report explains and illustrates how
a framework for change comprising: tree planting;
tidying the street; losing railings that are barriers
to pedestrian movement; making parking and bin
collecting easier and reconfiguring sections of the
street to reduce the size of carriageway in favour of
tree planting, pedestrian and cycle paths and better
crossing points for pedestrians could transform
Wolseley Road from… a city road into a city street.

The framework for change and the projects that
emanate from it have been prepared in close cooperation with people from the local communities
and many proposals are a direct result of suggestions
made or issues identified by local people.

‘The planting of a tree... is a gift which you
can make to posterity at almost no cost
and almost no trouble, and if the tree takes
root it far outlive the visible effect of any
of your actions, good or evil.’
George Orwell
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About the project

‘Streets and roads make up around three
quarters of all public space – their design,
appearance, and the way they function have a
huge impact on the quality of peoples lives.
The Department for Transport is committed to
high quality design in the public realm……’
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Background

Wolseley Road is part of one of the main road
corridors into the centre of Plymouth from the
west. It serves important roles both as a strategic
transport corridor and as a road that passes
through established communities. The quality
of the environment in many parts of the existing
road is harsh - it has been designed principally for
road users. Ideally this needs to change so that
greater emphasis is placed on the experience of the
pedestrian and cyclist.
Clifton Emery Design (urban design and
regeneration specialists) with support from Peter
Brett Associates (transport engineers) and WT Hills
(quantity surveyors) were appointed by Plymouth
City Council and partners (South West Water,
Plymouth Community Homes, Barratt Homes, and
Mi-Space) at the beginning of 2014 to look at ways
that Wolseley Road might be improved.
This report summaries the main stages, findings and
proposals that have resulted from the project. An
important part of this was finding out from local
people what they think of the existing road. Peoples

ideas and issues that they raised have helped to
shape the proposals.
A genuine opportunity exists to create a great
street for Plymouth that can provide a strong first
impression of the city and an attractive environment
that raises the human spirit for people that live in
the local communities – To achieve this, there is a
lot of work to be done and the level of ambition
needs to be set high. The starting point is to begin
the process of change by making things happen,
however small, that will make a difference to
people’s lives immediately.

This summary report explains and illustrates
how a framework for change comprising (for
example): tree planting; tidying the street; losing
railings that are barriers to pedestrian movement;
making parking and bin collecting easier and
reconfiguring sections of the street to reduce
the size of carriageway in favour of tree planting,
pedestrian and cycle paths and better crossing
points for pedestrians could transform Wolseley
Road from… a city road into a city street.
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The brief

with the Outland Road or Mannamead Road links
into the city.

• The security fencing that surrounds the sewage
works close to the Saltash Road junction.

The reasons for this are mainly connected to the
following:

• Lack of active uses between Camels Head and
Beacon Park Road.

1 Identify a range of options for the improvement of
the Wolseley Road corridor.

• General lack of street trees within the corridor

2 Ensure that ideas range from basic minimum
proposals to more creative aspirational proposals.

• Dominance of pre-war social housing fronting
both sides of the road most of which is in need of
redevelopment or refurbishment.

• Poor design which creates litter traps and other
management problems.

Plymouth City Council and their partners provided
a brief to the project team to explain the key
objectives of the project. The over all aim of the
brief was to:

These aims were set within the context of the
following review of key issues:

• Poor quality boundaries to the corridor either
from housing or public open space.

Wolseley Road is the main transport link through the
west of the city and acts as a gateway to the centre
of Plymouth for road traffic from the West. As such
for many visitors it plays a significant part in creating
the first impressions of the city.

• Limited and difficult access to the corridor from
surrounding housing and open space.

Whilst the highway operates well in terms of
transport capacity, in general its appearance is poor
and therefore first impressions of the city are not as
positive as they could be, especially in comparison

• Concrete retaining wall structures towards
the Camels Head end of the roads that are
unattractive.

• Areas of greenspace that are hidden, fragmented,
neglected or underused.

For about a mile of its route, Wolseley Road
runs along the southern edge of a major housing
regeneration project at North Prospect. As such
improvements to the corridor will also have
substantial benefits to this project by helping to
improve the image and hopefully the economic
vitality of the area.
Whilst it is acknowledged that Wolseley Road
operates well as a highway, it is also thought that
there may be ways in which it could be improved
to contribute towards sustainable transport
objectives such as walking and cycling. In addition it
is considered that facilities should be improved for
residents to reduce pavement parking. However it

is important that any improvements to the route do
not adversely impact on road safety or bus journey
times, and encourage drivers to reduce their speed
but still maintain capacity at junctions to manage
peak demand.
Finally the road forms a boundary between two
communities, Keyham/Ford to the South and North
Prospect to the North, which creates both a physical
as well as psychological barrier to movement across
the valley. The improvement options should address
this sense of separation where possible.
In response to the brief the project team has
developed a series of proposals that seek to improve
the road corridor over time and which are set within
a comprehensive strategy for change. These ideas
include basic proposals that are easily and quickly
delivered alongside more elaborate and aspirational
ideas that will be more challenging to deliver.

About the project

1. Understanding the brief

2. Background research Understanding the place

Consultation

Understanding the place

3. Corridor analysis

A framework for change

4. Initial ideas and strategies

Consultation

5. Design development

Delivering the change

6. Identifying projects

About the project
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Project process

Delivering the change

7. Initial costs and funding

Making change happen

Delivery over time
Making the street
Immediate projects
Short term projects
Medium term projects
Intermediate projects
Long term projects
Future projects

Consultation

Consultation

This report summarises project process and the
main stages, findings and proposals that have
resulted from it. The starting point for the project
and hence the report is the ‘understanding the place’
section. This provides a foundation to the work and
ensures that the proposals for change are directed in
the right way and in the right places – underpinned
by research and analysis the ‘understanding the
place’ work stage involved talking to local people and
others with knowledge of and an interest in the area
to find out what makes the place tick.
The ‘framework for change’ is explained in the next
part of the report – this establishes a vision and
sets up a level of aspiration to guide the quality of
proposals that are recommended in the document.
Informed by guiding principles in the ‘framework
for change’ the ‘delivering change’ section illustrates
how Wolseley Road could be reconfigured in
the future and how a series of projects could
be implemented to improve the quality of the
environment.

Whilst the ‘delivering change’ section establishes a
comprehensive strategy for improving the quality of
Wolseley Road over time, particular emphasis has
been placed on proposals that can begin the process
of change immediately or within a short-term time
horizon.
The final section of the report, ‘making change
happen’, concerns delivery of the projects and
focuses particularly on project costs, timescales,
sources of funding and how to make the things
happen.

Department for Transport

Summarises what some local people and
organisations think about the area. It also
describes some of the important policy
considerations, emerging proposals and
wider strategic issues relevant to the
wider city that have helped to inform the
proposals in the document.

Understanding the place

‘The ‘Manual for streets’ emphasises that streets
should be places in which people want to live
and spend time in, and are not just transport
corridors. In particular, the manual aims to
reduce the impact of vehicles on residential
streets by asking practitioners to plan street
design intelligently and proactively, and gives a
high priority to the needs of pedestrians, cyclists
and users of public transport.’
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Engagement

Engagement with local people who know about
the area or have responsibility for issues that affect
it has been an important part of the project. The
issues and ideas raised during these sessions form
the basis for many of the proposals set out in
the document. The project team has also been
fortunate to be able to view responses made about
the area generated by consultation about Plymouth’s
sustainable neighbourhood assessments prepared
for the Local Plan.
The findings of the report have been developed in
close liaison with Plymouth City Council Officers
and Councillors. Local Ward Councillors were a
particularly important source of local knowledge in
the early stages. Since the inception of the project
there have been numerous meetings and workshops
with the project partners and other stakeholders.
These sessions have enabled the project team to
gain a good grasp of many of the key issues from the
perspective of different people and organisations.
Specific consultation has taken place with planning,
transport (including cycling, highways, walking, and

public transport specialists), urban design, ecology
and green infrastructure, community officers from
Plymouth City Council, South West Water, MiSpace, Barratt Homes and Plymouth Community
Homes there has also been a number of other
engagement events which have enabled local groups
and individuals to get involved and share their ideas
about the future of the road. Specific events and
meetings are listed opposite.

January 2014
Project inception meeting - PCC and Project
Partners
Stakeholder Engagement (Beacon Centre) - Ward
Members, PCC, Plymouth Community Homes,
South West Water, Barratt Homes, Community
representatives
February 2014
Stakeholder workshop - Project Partners, Ward
Members, Officers, Community feedback from local
residents by questionnaire
March 2014
Consultation - Liaison with Headteacher, Weston Mill
Community Primary School
Consultation - Liaison with Operational Refuse
Manager and Strategic Waste Management

Consultation - Plymouth Energy from Waste liaison
with MVV Environment UK Community officer
April 2014
Presentation - PCC key officers and councilors initial thoughts
Consultation - Plymouth Disability Action Network
(PDAN) - Access issues across the project area
Consultation - Plymouth Community Homes, Area
Housing Manager - Future development potentials
Consultation - Neighbourhood Manager for PCC
Consultation - Potential fundings sources meeting PCC
Consultation - Walking the corridor with Inclusive
Environment Consultant - identify potential issues
February 2015
Presentation - Project Partners, Ward Members, and
key Officers.

Do you consider Wolseley Rd to be part of
your neighbourhood?

If you could improve one thing about Wolseley Rd what would it be?

Do you find it easy to cross Wolseley Rd
when you need to?

Road side lighting, Road and pavements, Cut back brambles and
hedges, Rubbish and drains, Better shops, More crossings, Clean
the street, Better traffic lights, Plant trees and educational boards,
Slow down traffic, Better pavements, Something people can
actually use, More housing, Improve shops and flats, Weed control
on the banks, Plant new trees, Slow down the traffic, Regular
street cleaning, Safer crossing points, More shops, General facelift,
Clean it!, Smoother road, More zebra crossings, Henderson Place
Junction, Bus Lane, Appearance, Drains and sewerage smell.

20%

It’s part of our
neighbourhood

54%

46%

80%

What words would you use to describe Wolseley Rd?
Would you choose to walk along Wolseley Rd
as a leisure walk?

Do you think Wolseley Rd needs to be
a four lane highway?

26%

52%

48%

74%

Yes
but we don’t use it

No

Unsafe, Outdated, Messy, Busy, Loud, Neglected, Difficult to cross,
Dangerous, Dirty, Ugly, Dingey, Unsightly flats, Hectic, A road
that gets you from A to B, A normal road, Access, Falling apart,
Ordinary road, Unsafe, Unkempt, Uncared for, Many turnings,
Doctors and shops, Convenient, Long, Dull and boring, Gateway to
the city centre, Local community, Very long and busy, Full of pot
holes, Congested, Varying in quality, Nether-ending, Empty houses,
Lots of rubbish bags, Unsafe for children, Flooded in winter,
Blocked gutters full of litter, Flooded and overgrown, Horrible and
disgusting, Fast traffic, Not very tidy, Pollution, Very few trees,
Traffic fumes, Litter, Damaged railings, Doesn’t smell nice.

Understanding the place
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Engagement

Shops

What is your primary reason for using Wolseley Rd?

On-going

38%

Consultation - consultation and liaison with PCC
Officers and Councillors throughout the project period.
Many issues and concerns were raised by people,
some of a strategic nature such as the need to
reconfigure the whole of the road - which would
require significant resources to address and others
that are more everyday frustrations such as the
barrier created by railings in the road, bin collection
issues, car parking problems, places where it is
difficult to cross the road, and a need to tidy the
street - these might be addressed more easily in the
short term.

2%

2%

Church

General access
Cornwall

City Centre

Doctors

2%

6%

10%

Central Park

5%

8%

Walking

7%

Work / school / nursery

13%

Catch the bus

Bank

Needs improving

3%

The summary of issues on the opposite page looks
to identify some of the key concerns that have been
pointed out to through engagement. In order to
succeed in securing long lasting improvements to
Wolseley Road there is lots of work to be done. This
report and the results of the engagement that have
informed it represent the beginning of a process of
engagement. As the project to turn a city road into

a city street moves forward it will be important to
maintain the right level of engagement so that the
momentum for change is harnessed and sustained in
the future.
Thoughts on the most important changes to make:
At the workshop day held in North Prospect in
January 2014 people were asked to identify the one
change that they would make to the street:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Greening of the corridor
Turning a road into a mixed-use street
Improving connection from east to west
Improving legibility to neighbourhoods
Making an attractive environment for
pedestrians and cyclists
Providing attractive places to shop
Improving the appearance and setting of
homes and buildings
Reducing size of roads
Improve bus waiting areas
Enhanced lighting
Improved traffic flows at junctions

To Cornwall

To Dartmoor
Plan: Wolseley Road in a city context
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Context and issues

Key:
City gateways
Visual links
Existing district centres
New local centres
Major centres of
employment

In reviewing different ways to improve Wolseley
Road it is important not to overlook the important
strategic roles that it plays for Plymouth.
Whilst a better pedestrian environment and public
realm, improved provision for cyclists and enhanced
connections between communities is of paramount
importance, proposed changes to the road
should not prejudice the ability for traffic to move
reasonably through the city or for public transport
to run efficiently.
Wolseley Road is part of a major western route into
the city centre from Cornwall via the St Budeaux
By-pass from the A38. As such it performs a role
as one of four principal traffic and public transport
corridors into the city centre from the hinterland of
the city.
Prior to the building of the A38 (Plymouth Parkway)
during the early 1980’s the route had a more
important role than it does today - linking the city
centre directly with the Tamar Bridge through St
Budeaux.

Whilst its role has changed it is still important that
traffic is allowed to flow in order to keep the city
moving at peak times. In particular key junctions
along the route need to work properly. Milehouse
junction is an important strategic junction in the city
and any alterations to Wolseley Road should have
regard to queuing here.
Similarly the Camels Head junction is of strategic
significance as an entrance to the Dockyard, to the
new Energy for Waste facility and as an egress from
Plymouth onto the A38. There are also junctions on
the road that perform a more localised cross-city
roles – these include the junctions at St Levan Road
and Beacon Park Road.
Wolseley Road is an important bus corridor linking
communities in the north and west of the city with
the city centre. An opportunity exists to improve
the quality of related facilities and to ensure that bus
stops can be more easily accessed by pedestrians.
Provision for cyclists on the road is poor given the
strategic significance of the route. An opportunity

exists to introduce dedicated cycle paths that are
safe and attractive.
Due to the excessive width of the road in places
it appears to be possible to reduce the width of
existing road carriageways and to introduce new
street sections and crossing points in order to
create an attractively landscaped public realm and
improved provision for cyclists, pedestrians, local car
parking, and bus facilities.

To Cornwall

To Dartmoor
Plan: Transport considerations
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Transport considerations

Key:
City gateways
Train stations
Connecting communities
New local centres
Major centres of
employment

Wolseley Road forms part of the A3064 and is a key
arterial route which links the A386 corridor to the
west of the City Centre with St Budeaux and the
A38 at Weston Mill to the west. As a result of this
function it is reasonably well trafficked and is subject
to some congestion at either end of the corridor
where it forms junctions with the A386, B3396 and
Weston Mill Drive.
The road is mainly dualled throughout its length and
features bus priority facilities giving an impression of
being a very highway dominated environment. The
route appears to have a reasonable level of capacity
throughout its length between the two junctions at
either end which are very land intensive. The route
operates as a dual carriageway with an abundance
of pedestrian guard railing with it very much taking
the form of a road rather than a street which results
in it having a severance effect between the two
communities located either side of it. By its nature
it prioritises vehicular traffic and it does not readily
cater for pedestrian and cycle movements either
along its length or across it.

This corridor therefore presents a number of
opportunities to readdress this balance whilst still
retaining its function as an important traffic and bus
corridor. This may involve the following:
• Removal of guard railing and rationalisation
of street furniture
• Reallocation of road space
• Creating improved nodal points
• Improved crossing facilities
• Reconfiguration of junctions
• Improved public transport facilities
• Improved cycle facilities
• Enhanced on street parking arrangements
Such measures should enable new public realm
objectives to be worked into a scheme in both
transport and engineering terms whilst ensuring that
it can still operate as an efficiently managed route.
Manual for Streets
In developing a corridor scheme for the Wolseley
Road it is proposed to use Manual for Streets
guidance as a terms of reference. In particular it is

proposed use Manual for Streets 2 which builds on
the philosophies set out in Manual for Streets to
demonstrate how these can be extended beyond
residential streets to encompass both urban and
rural situations.
This guidance fills an important gap in design advice
that lies between Manual for Streets and the exacting
design standards set out in the Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges (DMRB) in order to assist in the
planning and improvement of our streets to deliver
more contextually sensitive designs. The application
of these principles will therefore form an important
basis for transforming Wolseley Road from a road
into more of a city street.

“The centre of the city is a magnet
for bus and coach services that
serve both outline suburbs of
the city and towns throughout
Devon and Cornwall. This service
reinforces the importance of
the city as a centre for health,
education, retailing and leisure. The
tradition of public transport use by
the existing population of the city
provides relatively high passenger
numbers”.
A Vision for Plymouth
MBM Arquitectes and AZ Urban Studio
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Plan: Nineteenth Century Plan

Understanding the place

‘As one looks across the barron
stretches of the pack, it is
sometimes difficult to realise what
teeming life exists immediately
below the surface.’
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Historic context

Robert Falcon Scott

Left page:
Historic Wolseley Road
1867 - 1896
23

Left bottom:
Weston Mill Community Primary
School

Wolseley Road today is quite different from the
country lane that provided a route to Cornwall in
the Nineteenth Century and quite different to the
route where Weston Mill Lake dominated the scene
at the northwestern end of the road and where the
railway viaduct that crossed in front of what is now
Cookworthy Green had a dominating presence in
the street during the early decades of the Twentieth
Century.
The Wolseley Road of today is principally a result
of post-war transport planning which created an
environment dominated by the car and other road
vehicles.
The history of Wolseley Road illustrates clearly
how the road has altered dramatically in role and
appearance over the years. It has had very different
characters in response to changing circumstances.
This offers a degree of confidence that it is possible
establish a new and different character for Wolseley
Road today. An opportunity exists to create a high
quality environment for pedestrians that will help

to better connect local communities and as a result
offer an improved first impression of the city.
In designing a new and exciting public realm there
are many historic events, personalities, places and
incidents that could be celebrated in order to add
richness, meaning and texture to the environment.
These include for example; Robert Falcon Scott’s
birthplace, the location of the first bomb to hit
Plymouth during the Blitz, the old workhouse, the
First World War Homes for Heroes at Swilly, the
infamous fun fairs, Weston Mill Lake and the legacy
of the former railway line, viaduct and stations.
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Connecting communities
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Weston Mill

Phase 1/2/3 North Prospect
regeneration strategy

Walking
25.5 minutes

connections between communities, and improve
the efficiency of the route as a strategic corridor
– including improved provision for pedestrians,
cyclists, public transport users and car drivers in the
locality. Furthermore, through tree planting and
enhanced landscaping the quality of the place can
be improved in a way that raises the spirits of the
people who use it - resulting in a much busier and
more attractive street environment.

Saltash Road

Study area

Driving
5 minutes

By reconfiguring the design of corridor and when
opportunities arise the shape and position of
adjacent buildings and landscape, it will be possible
to make a number of changes to make better
Cookworthy Green

Non residential
eg. shops, offices food and
drink

The road is not designed to foster good connections
between the communities. In some places this is
reinforced by the design and position of buildings
and landscape – for example at Cookworthy Green
where the natural landform seperates the heart of
the North Prospect community from Wolseley Road.

Beacon Park Road

Residential

Wolseley Road currently creates a significant
physical and psychological barrier between the
communities. It has been reported to the project

Greatlands Place

Milehouse
St Levan Road
Greatlands Place
Beacon Park Road
Cookworthy Green
Saltash Road
Weston Mill

team during workshop sessions that there are
few inter-relationships between communities on
the north side of the road and those to the south.
Wolseley Road is designed principally for the car
and as a result is dominated by large areas of black
top carriageway and other highway paraphernalia.
Vehicles on the road dominate the environment and
railings in the central reserve of the road restrict
pedestrian movement from one side to the other.
The resulting public realm along much of the street
is poor.

St Levan Road
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D
E
F
G

The Wolseley Road Corridor is about 2km long.
It varies in character along its length. There are
a number of communities on either side of the
road including North Prospect to the north,
Ford and Keyham to the south, Weston Mill at
the northwestern end and Milehouse at the
southeastern end.

Milehouse
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Current ideas and initiatives

In exploring ideas for change the project team need
to bear in mind a number of different development
possibilities that are in various states of progression.
Some current ideas and initiatives currently look to
be very likely to happen others have been mooted as
possibilities.
The Plymouth Plan is emerging as the next strategic
planning document in the city – it will update the
existing Development Plan. The project team has
liaised with Planning Policy officers at Plymouth City
Council to ensure that regard is given to emerging
policy.
There are a number of emerging developments
along the road corridor. Those that impact upon
the character and appearance of it should ideally
consider how they might be configured so that they
establish a better townscape.
The regeneration of housing at North Prospect and
in particular the phases that are positioned adjacent
to Wolseley Road should seek to introduce a positive
new backdrop to the street.

Other development proposals that may or may not
come forward include for example; a new district
centre at Weston Mill, future enhancement of the
SWW Sewerage Treatment Works, the future of
MoD at Camels Head Junction, the Energy from
Waste Centre and environmental enhancements
in the local area related to it, and improvements to
Central Park associated with the development of the
Life Centre.
In addition there are a number of other smaller sites
that are on or near the road corridor that could be
developed - as these come forward it is important
that they contribute positively to the quality of
road. Making changes to quality of the built form as
opportunities arise along the road corridor are as
important as making changes to the street itself in
bringing about a comprehensive improvement.
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Mediocre architecture

Lack of colour

Overgrown vegetation

Houses separated
from street
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Feedback on the place

Whilst research on policy and current initiatives, and
a technical design and transport analysis of the area
are important in establishing a picture of the issues
that need to be considered in identifying ideas for
change, the perspectives of local people about the
area in which they live underpins everything.

for example; a lack of parking in the street, bin
collection, the harshness of the environment, railings
as a barrier to crossing the road, a lack of colour,
overgrown vegetation, poor housing, the poor state
of the cliff and smells from the sewerage treatment
works.

The following characteristics of Wolseley Road were
identified by local people:

With few exceptions the responses from local
people reinforced the feedback to consultation on
the sustainable neighbourhood assessment work
carried out by Plymouth City Council. Most people
feel that the current environment of Wolseley Road
is very poor for a variety of reasons.

The issues and concerns that affect the qualities
of peoples everyday lives have a significant bearing
on what they feel about their surroundings. In
identifying ways of improving the road the project
team feel that these need to be tackled in the first
instance where possible.

Attractive pockets

It was also apparent from the feedback in
consultation that many people do not associate
Wolseley Road as being integral to their community
– rather it has a functional role; a place to get the
bus from.
The workshop sessions and questionnaires enabled
the project team to understand better some of the
everyday frustrations that people experience. These
are summarized on the opposite page. They concern

Dual carriageways where it is easy to drive a car
Trees on the edges
Big areas of tarmac
A harsh environment
Windswept areas
Wide open spaces
Blank frontages
Stone bluffs
Hills
Flat areas
Areas without a clear role
Fumes from traffic
Unattractive smells
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A poor first impression of Plymouth

A poor image and residential setting

Very wide expanses of hard surface

Roads that are difficult to cross
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Frequent bus services in a poor setting

Big traffic junctions

Areas that feel desolate and lack identity

Established neighbourhoods - Isolated neighbourhoods

Understanding the place
29
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About the place

Poor provision for cyclists

The Cliff

35
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In addition to understanding what local people
feel about the road corridor the project team has
undertaken its own analysis to understand the place
within the limited timeframe of the project – this has
includes field work to see how the road operates at
present.
Members of the team have walked the route several
times of the day (including adjacent streets and
spaces in the study area) and evening, driven it at
quiet times and at the morning and afternoon peaks,
taken the bus in both directions along the corridor,
and walked the route with an inclusive environment
consultant to understand what it’s like to use the
road for people with disabilities.

Houses that are remote from the street

Negative feelings / associations

This taken together with the knowledge of members
of the team that live and work in Plymouth and
know the city well, and our urban design and
transportation experience and knowledge, has
helped in forging an understanding of some of the
key issues affecting the road. These are summarised
in this section of the report.
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Social economic factors
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A poor first impression of
Plymouth
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setting
Very wide expanses of hard
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Wolseley Road Flats
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Keyham
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Negative feelings / associations
Social economic factors
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Disconnected communities

A Plan for Plymouth 2006 - 2021
Local Development Framework

Provides a vision for change and a series
of guiding principles. The purpose of
this section of the report is to establish
overarching ambitions for the future
of Wolseley Road and to provide a
benchmark for the content and quality
of projects that are proposed.

A framework for change

‘Plymouth’s superb natural setting shapes
the city’s image and plays a major role in it’s
development. Not only do these factors impact
on the city’s development, but they also make
it very attractive and distinctive location for
both residents and visitors alike.’
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‘Turning a City Road into a City Street’

Understanding the place

41

The need for change

Wolseley Road is an important road corridor into the
city. It creates a first impression for visitors coming
into Plymouth from the west and runs through a
number of the city’s established communities. As
identified in the ‘understanding the place’ section of
this report it has many failings at present.
The need for change has been identified for some
time. The commissioning of this project by the
project partners demonstrates a strong will to make
change happen.
We have an understanding of the issues - these are
numerous. In order to establish a better place for
people to live and to improve the image of the city
the need for change is difficult to question. The
challenge is to identify how change can be made
happen in a way that is financially viable, is realistic,
responds to the issues effectively, and is long lasting.
The framework for change section of this report
explains the recommended approach and the
delivering change section identifies a series of
projects that can be implemented over time in order

to address the need for change and start to turn
a city road into a city street - introducing a muchimproved environment.
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Understanding the place

The importance of making change happen

There is a lot of work to be done to address all of
the issues identified in this report. Reconfiguring the
road alone is a very big project that will be expensive
to implement. There are various funding sources
that can be explored to make this happen – it is likely
that it will be done incrementally because of the
scale of the project.
There are also many things that can be done that
do not require large sources of capital funding to
be implemented and demonstrate that change is
starting to happen. These projects are relatively
simple but can make a big difference to the quality of
peoples lives, begin to change people’s perceptions
of Wolseley Road and to build interest and a
momentum for change. This in itself can provide an
improved basis for attracting funding.
Identifying relatively small projects that can be
implemented quickly and easily at the beginning of
the process of change is an important part of the
framework approach and underpins the success of
the wider proposals.
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Guiding themes – the need for a comprehensive approach

Making change happen is important for the reasons
identified. It is also important to ensure that all
projects associated with improving Wolseley Road
contribute to the wider objective of turning a city
road into a city street and as such form part of a
bigger picture.

A lived-in street

Projects identified within the framework for change
should aim to contribute towards the forging of a
new Wolseley Road overtime. The new street should
be characterised by the following themes:

A street with charm, with incident, dignity, colour,
vibrancy, comfort, and vitality

A cross roads for connected communities

So that Wolseley Road is able to establish a new
quality over time and achieve the guiding themes
in practice it is important that any changes along
the corridor are undertaken within the spirit of
the framework – however big or small. This way it
will be possible to move towards a comprehensive
approach where a genuine step change in the quality
of the environment can be seen on the ground.

An entrance to a great city
An exemplar for other towns and cities
An intelligent communication corridor
A beautiful place
A place to raise the human spirits
A green street

A street for healthy living
An accessible street
A place for pedestrians, bikes and buses first

A street with an identity, a street to be proud of…

Under the amber trees
The project aims to instigate a step change
in quality along the Wolseley Road Corridor.
Many opportunities exist to plant trees in order
to improve the environment. By introducing
Liquid Amber trees in the street we can
establish a striking new character, introduce
brilliant colour through nature, capture the
imagination, raise the human spirit and set
the new street apart. In the future people will
be able to walk – under the amber trees – on
Wolseley Road.
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A framework for change

A framework for change
A framework for change is proposed that provides a
multi-faceted approach to achieving the delivery of
an improved environment on Wolseley Road. The
approach is flexible so that change can happen over
time in different ways through a number of projects
of varying scales.
The framework comprises the following:
Immediate projects
Series of projects that can be delivered immediately
and in the short term to begin the process of
change;
Making the street design guidelines
For reconfiguring the layout of the existing road and
footpaths so that a new street can be established
with trees, cycle lanes, generous footpaths,
landscaping, car parking, bus provision, fewer
traffic lanes, pedestrian crossing points, new street
furniture, art, and sustainable drainage

A programme of projects
To be implemented when the opportunity arises
subject to funding being secured. The projects are
set within timescales with cost estimates. Project
timescales include; immediate, short-term, mediumterm (within 5 years), intermediate (5-10 years), longterm (10-15 years) and future projects.
Milestone projects
Identifies those projects that are known to be likely
to be implemented along the road corridor and
which will have an impact upon the character of the
street.
Design guidelines for Milestone projects
Provides simple guidelines for new development
along the road corridor to ensure that new projects
and landscapes relate positively to Wolseley Road
and promote the guiding themes of the project.
A spatial plan for Wolseley Road
Provides a physical framework plan that identifies
the location of different projects in the study area.

Immediate projects

Making the street - design guidelines

A programme of projects

Milestone projects

Design guidelines for Milestone projects

A Spatial Plan for Wolseley Road
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The framework plan for Wolseley Road is an integral
part of the framework for change. It provides a
physical plan that identifies location of different
projects across the study area and cross references
this with project timescales that are identified in the
project programme.
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The spatial plan also illustrates how the road
carriageway and footpaths could be redesigned in
different sections in order to create an improved
environment, and how some of the milestone
projects good be arranged so that they respond
positively to the road corridor and the guiding
themes of the project.
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Left: Framework plan illustrating change over many years.
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Above: Artist’s Impression of Beacon Park Road.

A Plan for Plymouth 2006 - 2021
Local Development Framework

Sets out a series of projects intended to
create a momentum for change and to
deliver the objectives and aspirations that
are identified in the ‘framework for change’
section. Projects include current cost
estimates and suggested timescales. The
section includes design guidance, where
appropriate, including concept designs to
reconfigure the street and ideas for the
shape of new developments as they are
designed and built adjacent to the corridor.

Delivering change

‘Plymouth’s superb natural setting shapes
the city’s image and plays a major role in it’s
development. Not only do these factors impact
on the city’s development, but they also make
it very attractive and distinctive location for
both residents and visitors alike.’

Short term projects
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The overall phasing
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I06 - Losing the railing barriers
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Long term projects - 10 - 15 years
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The need for a comprehensive solution
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The framework plan provides a spatial
representation of the overall project. It identifies the
location and likely timescale for the implementation
of each project. The plan also includes illustrations
to convey how different parts of the street could be
designed in layout in order to create a city street on
Wolseley Road that everyone can be proud of.

Short-term projects – projects that can be delivered
in the next two years which keep the momentum of
immediate initiatives going.

Whilst the plan illustrates a comprehensive solution
so that change can take place progressively and work
towards an overall series of objectives, the focus in
the early years should be on immediate projects that
make things happen on the ground quickly.

Intermediate projects – projects that can be
delivered over the next 5–10 years which will begin
to establish more substantive change and a more
significant change from a road environment to a
street environment.

The delivering change section of this report includes:

Long-term projects – projects that it is more difficult
to envisage being implemented but which will have
better prospects of happening as a momentum is
developed as a result of the successful delivery of
earlier projects.

Making the street – guidance concerning how
different sections of Wolseley Road can be changed
in order create an improved street environment.
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Immediate projects: getting things started – projects
that can be implemented quickly to get things
moving.

Medium-term projects – projects that can be
delivered in the next 5 years which consolidates the
success of the early projects.

Future projects – project that it would be desirable
to implement in the future as circumstances
change and the Wolseley Road environment is quite
different from what it is today.

Making the street – guidance concerning
how different sections of Wolseley
Road can be changed in order create an
improved street environment.
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Life Centre

Making the street
Delivering the change
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This section of the delivering change part of
the report illustrates how Wolseley Road could
be reconfigured to create a dynamic street
environment. The general approach proposes a
reduction in the amount of space dedicated to
carriageways combined with the creation of a new
street environment that puts pedestrians and cyclists
first.
The new public realm would comprise trees, cycle
lanes, generous footpaths, landscaping, on-street car
parking, bus provision, fewer traffic lanes, pedestrian
crossing points, new street furniture, art, and
sustainable drainage.
It is likely that the reconfiguring of the road will
happen incrementally. The guidance concerns
different sections of the road. It illustrates how
different parts of the road could be redesigned to
take account of different circumstances along the
route. The project programme identifies priorities
for bringing forward the implementation of different
road sections.

There are some parts of the road within the study
area such as St Levans Road roundabout and the
Milehouse junction where redesign maybe desirable
but where implementation would be very expensive
and a lesser priority than resolving issues on other
sections of the road. These are identified as ‘future
projects’.
The project programme will inevitability change
as time goes by and priorities are adjusted. The
programme in the framework provides an illustrative
starting point to start the momentum for change.
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A framework for change - Guidelines for a city street

Turning a city road into a city street
Phase 1 Wordsworth Road to Cookworthy Road

Cookworthy Green
This section of the road is currently a wide dual
carriageway providing a harsh setting to the
Wolseley Road flats and making crossing from one
side to the other difficult. Cookworthy Green is at a
higher level north of the road and hidden behind the
banking of the former railway viaduct.
An opportunity exists to reduce the width of the
road from four lanes to two lanes. This will make
pedestrian crossing much easier and reduce
traffic speeds. Buses will be able to stop on the
carriageway without difficulty. By reducing the
amount of space dedicated to the road it will be
possible to introduce street trees, better footpaths,
a dedicated cycle lane and a landscaped area with

a swale or similar providing sustainable drainage
on the street. In addition new street furniture and
lighting could be introduced to enhance the public
realm.
It is also possible to reconfigure Cookworthy Green
as an important landscaped open space at the
heart of the community and to connect it better to
Wolseley Road. This might involve some re-grading
of the landform and the introduction of footpath
route and steps to connect the space with the
enhanced street. A generous new road crossing
could be introduced here – this could be design as a
flexible open space that might be used for different
functions (community street events) on occasions.

Wolseley
Road flats
Park
Public realm

Public realm

Proposed street section

Wolseley
Road flats

Existing housing

Public realm
Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

Highway

Highway

Public realm

Existing situation
£187,845
Medium term

C

Segregated cycleway
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(Minimum 3m)

Reduced
carriageway
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The proposed improvements

flats

Pedestrian railings

Large carriageway

Foliate
Road

Central
pedestrian refuse
area

New street
tree planting

The existing road corridor
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Turning a city road into a city street
Phase 2 Cookworthy Road to Beacon Park Road
Existing
houses
Opportunity for
new
development
This section of the road is characterised by a very
wide windswept street comprising four lanes
for traffic. There is a very large expanse of black
top with railings in the central reserve restricting
pedestrian movements. The quality of the
environment is poor. On the north side of the street
housing is elevated above the level of the street. On
the south side there is some limited development.
An opportunity exists to reduce the number of
traffic lanes from four to two and to lose the central
railings. This will allow much freer pedestrian
movement and reduce the speed of traffic. In
addition, it will be possible to create a new cycle lane
separated from the road, generous new footpaths

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

and the possibility of on-street car parking in some
places. There is space for new tree planting to
enhance the street scene as well as an area for SUDS
and new street furniture.
Public realm

Public realm

Proposed street section

Public realm

£199,395
Medium term

Highway

Highway

Public realm

Existing situation
C

Segregated cycleway
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Briardale Road
Existing houses remote
from the street

Improved cycle and
footpath route
(Minimum 3m)
New street planting
Formalised
on-street parking

Reduced
carriageway

Central
pedestrian refuse
area

Large carriageway

Pedestrian railings

Opportunity for
new development

Concrete banks

North Down

The proposed improvements

Parking on
pavements

Gardens

The existing road corridor
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Turning a city road into a city street
Phase 3 Beacon Park Road

The Beacon Park Road junction is currently
dominated by traffic with a large triangle of green
separated from the footpath in the middle of the
junction. The highway currently has a negative
impact on the setting of local housing that fronts
the space. The junction is an important node in
the community and a prominent cross roads when
moving across the city.
An opportunity exists to make a much more
attractive space at an important neighbourhood
and city location. Whilst four lanes need to be
maintained on Wolseley Road to ensure that the
capacity of the junction is maintained, it is possible
to reduce the actual width of the traffic lanes. This

will provide more space for tree planting, better
footpath space, a cycle lane and landscaping.
It will also be possible by closing the lane that
currently cuts the corner between Wolseley Road
and Beacon Park Road to create a really attractive
green space that is linked back to the northern
footpath.

Existing
houses

Public realm

Landscaped park

Highway

Public realm

Proposed street section

Public realm
Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

Highway

Highway

Existing situation
£191,065
Intermediate

C

Segregated cycleway
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Remove slip road
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Turning a city road into a city street
Phase 4 Beacon Park Road to Greatlands

The section of Wolseley Road and Greatlands is
well used by pedestrians - there are a couple of
supermarkets on the south side of the street. The
road here is wide and the environment is bleak with
large expanses of blacktop. An opportunity exists
to continue the positive work undertaken at the
Beacon Park junction and bring those benefits into
the retail and residential area.
It is possible to reduce the overall width of the
carriageway and create space for tree planting, a
dedicated cycle lane, on-street car parking, and
improved footpaths. This will soften the street
scene and establish a much better setting for the
housing on the north side of the street.

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

Existing
houses

Existing
supermarket

Front gardens
Public realm

Highway

Public realm

Proposed street section

Existing
supermarket

Existing
houses
Public realm

Highway

Public realm

Existing situation
£114,450
Intermediate

C

Segregated cycleway
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The proposed improvements
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Turning a city road into a city street
Phase 5 Greatlands Place

Ford shops
The section of Wolseley Road around Greatlands
Place has housing on the north side and a parade
of shops on the south side. It is different in
character from other parts of the road. There are
many competing demands upon it including the
need for short stay car parking to serve the shops
and residential car parking to serve the houses.
Currently cars park along the wide footpath on the
north side of the road next to the houses. The street
environment is dominated by wide expanses of black
top. An opportunity exists to create a shared surface
environment (or similar) adjacent to the shops in
order to better manage the competing demands
from different users of the street. The benefits of
this will include; reduced vehicle speeds, pedestrian

priority, space for cyclists, improved on-street car
parking for visitors to the shops and residents,
tree planting, improved paving, lighting and street
furniture, and an improved and more dynamic street
environment that will reinforce the shopping parade
as significant destination on Wolseley Road.
Greatlands Place itself provides a welcome green
break that should be cherished as an attractive
urban space adjacent to the shops – a counterpoint
to the busy street environment on this part of
Wolseley Road. There is an opportunity to further
improve the quality of the green space by removing
the redundant library building and implementing a
simple and complementary landscape scheme.

Public realm

Public realm

Proposed street section

Ford shops

Public realm
Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

Highway

Highway

Public realm

Existing situation
£327,040
Intermediate

C

Segregated cycleway
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Turning a city road into a city street
Phase 6 St Budeaux By-pass (a new street)

There is a possibility that the area of land adjacent
to the east side of the southern section of the St
Budeaux By-pass will be redeveloped – possibly for
a new Weston Mill District Centre adjacent to the
existing primary school.
If this goes ahead in the future it would be desirable
to reconfigure the existing road layout in order to
establish an enhanced public realm connecting the
neighbourhoods on either side of the road and
presenting a better first impression of the city.

Public realm

Creek

Highway

Public realm

Proposed District
Centre

Proposed street section

The work might include the removal of the existing
pedestrian subway and enhancements to the
landscape area adjacent to Weston Mill Creek.
Hedge / boundary to
sports pitches
Creek
Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

Public realm
£236,005
Intermediate

Highway

Verge

Existing situation
C

Segregated cycleway
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Turning a city road into a city street
Phase 7 Camels Head to Saltash Road
Existing
housing

MOD Land

This section of Wolseley Road is bounded on
the north side by terraced housing and Weston
Mill Primary School and on the south side by the
overgrown green boundary to the MOD car park site.
The width of the road here is very wide. In part this
is because the Camels Head junction performs an
important strategic roles and therefore needs to be
big enough to maintain an appropriate capacity. The
lanes are also over sized and there is an additional
road on the north side serving the housing. The
existing road is very difficult for pedestrians to
cross – there are two lengths of railing to restrict
pedestrian movement. The road creates a poor first
impression of Plymouth.

Whilst it is important to maintain existing traffic
capacities in order to avoid congestion at the peak
hours, there are opportunities to significantly
improve the quality of the street environment and
to make it much easier for pedestrians to cross the
road. By reconfiguring the size of traffic lanes it
will be possible to; introduce new formal crossing
points, reduce the extent of railings, introduce street
trees, provide a dedicated cycle lane and improved
footpaths.
SUDS on the south side of the street could help
to manage existing flooding at the Camels Head
junction.

Public realm

Highway

Proposed street section

Existing
housing

MOD Land

Public realm

Public realm
Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

Public realm / shared surface

Highway

Existing situation
£453,600
Intermediate
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Turning a city road into a city street
Phase 8 Saltash Road to Wordsworth Road

This section of Wolseley Road is characterised by
four traffic lanes, very wide expanses of black top,
wide footpaths, a large ‘T’ junction at Saltash Road,
railings in the central reserve, housing elevated
above the level of the road above an overgrown
stone cliff/ bluff in poor repair (this housing will
be redeveloped as part of the North Prospect
regeneration initiative), and the boundary edge
to the SWW sewerage treatment works on the
southern side of the street.

North Prospect
Regeneration
Phase 3

the street easy, and provide street trees, new street
furniture, landscaping and new lighting.
As opportunities arise it would be advantageous
to improve the relationship of housing in North
Prospect to the Wolseley Road, enhance the
appearance of the cliff and improve the quality
of the southern side of the street including the
boundary to the SWW site.

Public realm

Highway

Public realm

Proposed street section

An opportunity exists to reduce the carriageway
from four lanes to two lanes, remove railings in the
central reservation, introduce a swale adjacent to the
cliff, create a dedicated cycle lane, make crossing of
Retained bank
Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

Public realm
£366,555
Intermediate

Existing situation

Highway

Public realm
C

Segregated cycleway
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North Prospect Regeneration
Phase 3

Reduced
carriageway
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separated from
the street
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Immediate projects: getting things started
- projects that can be implemented quickly
to get things moving.

Short term projects

Long term projects - 10 - 15 years

11

M11 - Redevelopment of Job Centre

12

M12 - Sites east of St Levan Road

J

F02 - P10 St Levan to Milehouse

Turning a city road into a city street

1

ST1 - Recycling pods

4

M04 - District centre for Weston Mill

The overall phasing

2

ST2 - Parking in the street

F

LT1 - P6 St Budeaux By-pass

Phase 1 - Cookworthy Green

3

ST3 - Bringing colour through nature

5

M05 - St Levan Road Gas Holder Site

13

M13 - Future of Milehouse depot

Phase 2 - Cookworthy Green to Beacon Park Road

1

M01 - North Prospect Regeneration P3

6

M06 - Refurbishment of Terra Nova Flats

14

M14 - A boardwalk to Blackies Wood

Phase 3 - Beacon Park Road

5

ST5 - Crossing the street

7

M07 - Growing Weston Mill community

15

M15 - Biddick Drive

Phase 4 - Beacon Park Road to Greatlands Place

6

ST6 - Trees in the school yard

G

LT2 - P7 Camels Head to Saltash Road

16

M16 - Land north of Biddick Drive

Phase 5 - Greatlands Place

7

ST7 - Doing up the shops

H

LT3 - P8 Cookworthy to Beacon Park

17

M17 - Boardwalk to the creek

Phase 6 - St Budeaux By-pass (a new street)

8

ST8 - One mile to the life centre

K

F03 - P11 The Milehouse junction

4

F04 - Robert Falcon Scott Centre

Future projects - 10 - 15 years

Phase 7 - Camels Head to Saltash Road
Phase 8 - Saltash Road to Cookworthy Green

Immediate projects - Getting things started

Medium term projects - Up to 5 years

8

M08 - Connecting to Ford and Keynsham

1

MT1 - A beautiful cliff

9

M09 - Land at Weston Mill junction

2

MT2 - P1 Cookworthy Green open space

10

M10 - Land south Beacon Park junction

A

MT3 - P1 Cookworthy Green

1

I01 - The project is the first project

4

MT4 - Painting Wolseley Road homes

2

I02 - Taking the street back

2

M02 - EFW Education Centre

3

I03 - Tidying the street

5

MT5 - Spreading the word

4

I04 - Signs and maps

B

MT6 - P2 Saltash Road to Cookworthy

5

I05 - Pride in our history

6

I06 - Losing the railing barriers

7

I07 - Bin collections

1

IT1 - Tea in the street

8

I08 - Pine fresh

3

M03 - Park and Ride

2

IT2 - Creating an intelligent street

3

IT3 - P2 Cookworthy Green open space

C

IT4 - P3 Beacon Park Road

D

IT5 - P4 Beacon Park to Greartlands

E

IT6 - P5 Greatlands Place

Intermediate projects - 5 - 10 years

I

F01 - P9 St Levan Road Roundabout

Immediate projects

Making a street

The first project should seek to communicate to
local communities and the wider city that Wolseley
Road has been identified for improvement.
Prominent communication on the street should
market what is coming and when – this should
be undertaken in a manner that reflects the new
quality for the street that the project is looking to
introduce.

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

£7, 500
Immediate

‘under the amber trees’

Wolseley Road
Corridor Improvement Project

Immediate project 1
The project is the first project

Wolseley Road
Corridor Improvement Project

Delivering change - getting things started

‘under the amber trees’
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Immediate project 2
Taking the street back - a celebration

129

130

Marketing of the project on the street should be
followed closely by a street party/ festival in Wolseley
Road to highlight that the road is going to be
changed over time into a street that puts pedestrians
and the community first and reduces the dominance
of vehicles. This will include a temporary closure of
carriageway and might be linked to the ‘World on the
Street’ festival at Cookworthy Green in July / August.
The area of carriageway between the Wolseley Road
flats and Cookworthy Green would be a suitable
loation for the celebration.

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

£5,000
Immediate

81
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Clean up the Creek

Graffiti on the street signs

133

134

Neglected street furniture

Unmanaged planted areas

Immediate project 3
Tidying the street

This is an important early project because it begins
the process of change, it demonstrates that things
are happening and a momentum is developing,
shows that people care about the environment and
starts to build a new pride in the place. Some parts
of Wolseley Road are untidy, overgrown, broken,
have been vandalized and/ or have graffiti on them.
As a result the road in general does not feel cared
for. Doing something about this is a simple way of
demonstrating a new commitment in the future.

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

£1,000
Immediate
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Immediate project 4
Signs and maps

137

Feedback from local people as well as our own
experience is that it can be difficult to find ones way
around in the in the study area. Locating facilities
and knowing how long it will take to get to them
can be tricky. Due to the natural lay of the land
can be challenging to know where the different
communities that make up the area are when
passing along certain parts of Wolseley Road.
This project aims to make communities in the
area more legible from the road and to identify
key facilities. New high quality signs and maps are
proposed across the area.

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

£15,000
Immediate

The project is a further early move to re establish
a pride in the local environment and to provide a
positive face to the rest of the city from Wolseley
Road.
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Immediate project 5
Pride in our history

This project is intended to reveal more about the
area and is closely related to the signs and maps
project. The objective of the project would be to
seek to reinforce a pride in the rich historic legacy of
local communities in the area and to mark aspects of
the history of the area in different creative ways in
the public realm.
Opportunities exist to work with the local history
society in order highlight important locations, events
and personalities associated with the area.
These might include for example; the site of the
first bomb in the Blitz on Plymouth, Robert Falcon
Scott’s birthplace, memories of local people and

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

£15,000
Immediate

local events, Weston Mill Lake, the alignment of the
railway, the position of train stations and the old
workhouse.

The Weston Mill Community Primary School

139
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Immediate project 6
Losing the railing barriers

Beacon Park Road

142

143

There are many railings along the length of Wolseley
Road that restrict pedestrian movement and the
ability for people to cross from one side of the road
to the other. Some are necessary from a highway
safety perspective because of the design of the
existing road – its width and the resulting speed of
cars mean that removing railings in some place may
be unsafe - but many sections are not necessary for
this reason and do more harm than good.
This project would involve removing those sections
of railing that can be easily taken away. Ultimately
the goal is to remove all sections of railing within a
much-changed street environment.

Wolseley Road

Camelshead Junction

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

£6,000
Immediate

More significant change will happen as different
phases of street reconfiguration are implemented.
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Immediate project 7
Bin collections

Feedback from consultation with local people has
revealed that there are frustrations in the area
associated with the efficiency and consistency of
bin collection on Wolseley Road. Many frustrations
are borne out of refuse being stored messily or
un-hygenically in the street because collection times
have been missed or it has not been possible to
make bin collections for other reasons. Greatest
difficulties appear to be associated with places
where houses are at a higher level than the street on
the north side of Wolseley Road.
This project will involve liaison with those
responsible for bin collection and the management
of waste at Plymouth City Council and landowners

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

£5,000
Immediate

include Plymouth Community Homes to see if there
are ways of improving the existing situation. Some
funding has been identified for capital works.

Existing wheelie bin and assisted collection issues

145
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Immediate project 8
Pine fresh

149

150

A tree-planting programme throughout the area
aimed at creating cleaner air and positive odour
- new fresh smells and cleaning polluted air. This
would be separate from street tree planting
associated with the redesign of Wolseley Road itself
and would be developed in close liaison with local
primary schools and other landowners. Eucalyptus
trees and bushes, pine and fir trees, oak, birch and
liquid amber are species that are particularly helpful
in this regard.
Opportunities for tree and shrub planting in and
around the sewerage treatment works should form
part of this project. Creative ideas for generating
positive odours in the area around the treatment

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

£30,000
Immediate

works should be explored – including for example
bark and shrub mulching.
Enhancing the boundary of the treatment work to
introduce a more structured green edge to Wolseley
Road using scented shrubs and trees would be a
really positive addition to the street. This could be in
the form of a green wall.
Odours from the treatment works continue to
be reported as a problem at certain times. South
West Water is looking to address this through a
programme of investment. Pine fresh is about
making positive, fresh, and healthy odours a feature
of the locaility.

Short-term projects – projects that can be
delivered in the next two years which keep
the momentum of immediate initiatives
going.

Short term projects

Long term projects - 10 - 15 years
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Future projects - 10 - 15 years

Phase 7 - Camels Head to Saltash Road
Phase 8 - Saltash Road to Cookworthy Green

Immediate projects - Getting things started

Medium term projects - Up to 5 years
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MT1 - A beautiful cliff
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M09 - Land at Weston Mill junction
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MT2 - P1 Cookworthy Green open space

10

M10 - Land south Beacon Park junction
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I03 - Tidying the street
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I05 - Pride in our history

6

I06 - Losing the railing barriers

7

I07 - Bin collections

1

IT1 - Tea in the street

8

I08 - Pine fresh

3

M03 - Park and Ride

2

IT2 - Creating an intelligent street

3

IT3 - P2 Cookworthy Green open space

C

IT4 - P3 Beacon Park Road

D

IT5 - P4 Beacon Park to Greartlands

E

IT6 - P5 Greatlands Place

Intermediate projects - 5 - 10 years

I

F01 - P9 St Levan Road Roundabout

Short term projects

Making a street

Delivering change - getting things started
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Short term project 1
Recycling pods

It is proposed to introduce easily accessible and
very visible re-cycling pods in a number of locations
along Wolseley Road in order to encourage waste
recycling throughout the local communities. At
present domestic waste re-cycling undertaken
large numers of residents in the area. Re-cycling
possibly supported by education programmes
organized by Devon County Council and the Energy
from Waste Education Centre will help to manage
waste better along the street. Re-cycling proposals
should be developed in collaboraton with Plymouth
City Council who will be responsible for new bin
collection regimes.

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

£5,000
Short term

Given the close proximity of the new Energy from
Waste facility helping Wolseley Road to become a
street that re-cycles waste would be a fitting and
desirable objective.
152
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Short term project 2
Parking in the street

The existing situation - no dedicated parking spaces

156

157

Parking for residents with properties fronting onto
Wolseley Road can be very difficult in some places,
particularly where houses are located at a higher
level than the road itself and there is no alternative
access from the rear. As a result some residents
park their cars on the footpaths on the road.

This project aims to formalise parking for residents
along some parts of the street by introducing
dedicated parking spaces.

Formalised parking

Proposed street section

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

£30,000
Short term
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Short term project 3
Bringing colour through nature

Feedback from consultation identified that Wolseley
Road lacks colour and vitality. A relatively easy
way to add colour and at the same time improve
bio-diversity by bringing nature into town would
be to introduce large spreads of colourful flowers
throughout green parts of the locality.
Existing green areas could be transformed by seed
planting establishing new wildflower meadow flower
areas – germination early in the year would form a
good foundation for summer flowering.

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

£30,000
Short term
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Milestone Project 1
North Prospect Regeneration Phase 3

163

Phase 1 and 2 of the North Prospect regeneration
project are complete. Future phases will represent
an important milestone in the life of the project.

Whether or not it is appropriate to establish new
pedestrian routes from the housing area onto
Wolseley Road?

In order to complement proposals to enhance the
street, to help better connect communities in the
area, and relate more positively to proposals for
Cookworthy Green, it will be important that the
following issues are given appropriate weight in the
design of the next phases:

The relationship of new housing to the stone cliff
that fronts onto Wolseley Road?

How the new housing relates to Cookworthy Green?

Milestone Project

The relationship of new housing to Wolseley Road?

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

Short term

How the stone cliff will be treated/ finished to ensure
that it presents a positive face to Wolseley Road and
that issues of structural integrity are understood and
resolved?

Delivering change - getting things started

New tree
planting

Painting
houses

Short term project 4
Crossing the street (Camels Head and to the shops)
Bringing colour
through nature

Safe cycle
route

SUD’s
The existing road is very difficult for pedestrians to
cross in a number of locations where strong desire
lines exist. Whilst the projects to reconfigure the
road more substantively will begin to tackle this is
issue in a comprehensively way in the future, there
are some locations where improved crossing for
pedestrians needs to be dealt with more quickly.
This project proposes formal pedestrian crossings
in two such locations. One adjacent to the Camels
Head junction connecting the Weston Mill Primary
School and housing on the north side of the road
with the bus stop on the south and a second
crossing between Camelshead and the shops at the
southeast end of the road.

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

£70,000
Short term

New pedestrian crossing

164
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165

Short term project 5
Trees in the school yard

166

This project would involve exploring how tree
planting might be introduced in the space that abuts
Wolseley Road at Weston Mill Primary School as
part of a learning experience to show how certain
tree and plant species can reduce pollution (the
project should not hinder the possible extension of
the school in the future or any other operational
requirements). To be followed by implementation of
tree planning if this is appropriate.
If operational requirements of the school limit
the potential for planting sitting trees around the
perimetre of the space or if this is not possible in
the footpath outside the school. The objective is to
soften the appearance of the space when viewed

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

Short term

from Wolseley Road to improve the appearance of
the environment here.
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Short term project 6
Doing up the shops

The project involves a grant scheme directed at
retail premises along Wolseley Road. The purpose
of the scheme would be to encourage retailers to
improve the appearance of their premises in an
attractive manner that demonstrates enhancement
of the local townscape. Improvements might include
building repairs that make a big difference to the
appearance of buildings, changes in colour, shop
front enhancements or better signage. Proposed
changes should be well considered aesthetically and/
or demonstrate artistic creativity so that they fit
with the spirit and quality of other changes that are
proposed along Wolseley Road.

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

£40,000
Short term

The existing shop fronts
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Short term project 6
One mile to the life centre

172

173

Cookworthy Green is 1 mile from the Life Centre
in Central Park. This project seeks to encourage
healthy living through running, jogging and walking
- and to highlight the opportunities offered at
Central Park. It is proposed that a dedicated
running lane be introduced with associated markers
that will encourage people to run, jog or walk 1
mile to the Life Centre. The lane would include
distance markers and information to educate and
sustain interest. It is also 1 mile to Ham Wood from
Cookworthy Green this offers a second potential
route for a running lane.

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

£45,000
Medium term
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Medium-term projects – projects that
can be delivered in the next 5 years which
consolidates the success of the early
projects.

Short term projects

Long term projects - 10 - 15 years

11

M11 - Redevelopment of Job Centre

12

M12 - Sites east of St Levan Road

J

F02 - P10 St Levan to Milehouse

Turning a city road into a city street

1

ST1 - Recycling pods

4

M04 - District centre for Weston Mill

The overall phasing

2

ST2 - Parking in the street

F

LT1 - P6 St Budeaux By-pass

Phase 1 - Cookworthy Green

3

ST3 - Bringing colour through nature

5

M05 - St Levan Road Gas Holder Site

13

M13 - Future of Milehouse depot

Phase 2 - Cookworthy Green to Beacon Park Road

1

M01 - North Prospect Regeneration P3

6

M06 - Refurbishment of Terra Nova Flats

14

M14 - A boardwalk to Blackies Wood

Phase 3 - Beacon Park Road

5

ST5 - Crossing the street

7

M07 - Growing Weston Mill community

15

M15 - Biddick Drive

Phase 4 - Beacon Park Road to Greatlands Place

6

ST6 - Trees in the school yard

G

LT2 - P7 Camels Head to Saltash Road

16

M16 - Land north of Biddick Drive

Phase 5 - Greatlands Place

7

ST7 - Doing up the shops

H

LT3 - P8 Cookworthy to Beacon Park

17

M17 - Boardwalk to the creek

Phase 6 - St Budeaux By-pass (a new street)

8

ST8 - One mile to the life centre

K

F03 - P11 The Milehouse junction

4

F04 - Robert Falcon Scott Centre

Future projects - 10 - 15 years

Phase 7 - Camels Head to Saltash Road
Phase 8 - Saltash Road to Cookworthy Green

Immediate projects - Getting things started

Medium term projects - Up to 5 years

8

M08 - Connecting to Ford and Keynsham

1

MT1 - A beautiful cliff

9

M09 - Land at Weston Mill junction

2

MT2 - P1 Cookworthy Green open space

10

M10 - Land south Beacon Park junction

3

MT3 - P1 Cookworthy Green

1

I01 - The project is the first project

4

MT4 - Painting Wolseley Road homes

2

I02 - Taking the street back

2

M02 - EFW Education Centre

3

I03 - Tidying the street

5

MT5 - Spreading the word

4

I04 - Signs and maps

6

MT6 - P2 Saltash Road to Cookworthy

5

I05 - Pride in our history

6

I06 - Losing the railing barriers

7

I07 - Bin collections

1

IT1 - Tea in the street

8

I08 - Pine fresh

3

M03 - Park and Ride

2

IT2 - Creating an intelligent street

3

IT3 - P2 Cookworthy Green open space

C

IT4 - P3 Beacon Park Road

D

IT5 - P4 Beacon Park to Greartlands

E

IT6 - P5 Greatlands Place

Intermediate projects - 5 - 10 years

I

F01 - P9 St Levan Road Roundabout

Medium term projects

Making a street
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Medium term project 1
A beautiful cliff

The cliff that runs along the north side of Wolseley
Road between Saltash Road and Cookworthy Green
is a prominent feature in the street. It is currently
in a poor state of repair and structural weaknesses
have been identified. Suitable improvements to the
cliff will be important to the overall appearance of
Wolseley Road.
Whilst it is expected that the structural issues related
to the cliff will be dealt with by others. This project
concerns the opportunity to introduce artistic
treatments to the cliff. It is about the aesthetic
appearance of the cliff and the contribution that this
makes to road and the city.

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

£76,000
Medium term

Treatments to the cliff might be in many forms
including for example; engraving, lighting, lettering,
planting, or other art installations. The objective
should be improve the appearance of the cliff in
such a way that it raises the quality of the street in
manner that is complimentary to other elements of
the corridor project.

The existing cliff

175

176

Creating a link between Cookworthy
Green and Wolseley Road

New tree planting
Open space

Delivering change - getting things started

101

New cafe

Medium term project 2
Cookworthy Green open space

Safe cycle
route
Bringing colour
through nature
SUD’s

177

178

179

180

This project involves the re-landscaping of
Cookworthy Green as an important open space at
the heart of the North Prospect community. New
housing will introduce a changed setting to the
space.
This project is the first phase of improvement and
will include re grading of landform as appropriate
and the introduction of a new footpath route and
steps to connect the space with the Wolseley Road
below. The objective being to introduce a strong
visual and physical inter -relationship between
Wolseley Road and the open space on Cookworthy
Green. The work that is started in this phase can be
developed further in phase 2.

181

182

183

184

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

£260,000
Medium term

The new link between Wolseley Road and
Cookworthy Green might be achieved in a number
of different ways to overcome the level change. It
may involve remodelling the land form which would
necessitate moving earth or could be achieved by
using dynamically designed steps or a combination
of the two. However it is achieved it is an important
connection to be achieved.
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Medium term project 3
Phase 1 - Cookworthy Green

An opportunity exists to reduce the width of the
road from four lanes to two lanes. This will make
pedestrian crossing much easier and reduce
traffic speeds. Buses will be able to stop on the
carriageway without difficulty. By reducing the
amount of space dedicated to the road it will be
possible to introduce street trees, better footpaths,
a dedicated cycle lane and a landscaped area with

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

£154,000
Medium term

a swale or similar providing sustainable drainage
on the street. In addition new street furniture and
lighting could be introduced to enhance the public
realm.
It is also possible to reconfigure Cookworthy Green
as an important landscaped open space at the
heart of the community and to connect it better to
Wolseley Road. This might involve some re-grading
of the landform and the introduction of footpath
route and steps to connect the space with the
enhanced street. A generous new road crossing
could be introduced here – this could be design as a
flexible open space that might be used for different
functions (community street events) on occasions.

Artist’s impression of the new street with remodelled land opening up Cookworthy Green.
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187

188

189

190

191

192

Turning a city road into a city street

This section of the road is currently a wide dual
carriageway providing a harsh setting to the
Wolseley Road flats and making crossing from one
side to the other difficult. Cookworthy Green is at a
higher level north of the road and hidden behind the
banking of the former railway viaduct.
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Medium term project 4
Painting Wolseley Road homes

194

195

This project seeks to add colour to the street by
encouraging owners to paint their homes in a series
of complementary colours that would add warmth
and some interest, richness and vibrancy. This might
form part of the regular maintenance programme
for some homes.

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

£30,000
Medium term
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Milestone Project 2
Energy from Waste Education Centre

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

Medium term

197

198

Milestone Project

The Energy from Waste facility will be operational
during the implementation of the early projects.
This will provide a significant development of
regional significance which will impact upon the
corridor. The Education Centre in the building
will provide new resource that will help people to
understand how the facility operates. There are a
number of related environmental initiatives that are
being implemented that relate to the energy from
waste development.
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200

Medium term project 5
Spreading the word

201

A project involving temporary art installations in
spaces throughout the street. Its purpose is to
spread the word that Wolseley Road is changing – art
should be focused on spaces where change will be
coming and might include lighting installations in
key locations to be turned on at peak travel times in
darker months. Projects to be led by artists.

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

£5,000
Medium term
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New tree planting

Bringing colour
through nature

Medium term project 6
Phase 2 Cookworthy Green to Beacon Park Road

This section of the road is characterised by a very
wide windswept street comprising four lanes
for traffic. There is a very large expanse of black
top with railings in the central reserve restricting
pedestrian movements. The quality of the
environment is poor. On the north side of the street
housing is elevated above the level of the street. On
the south side there is some limited development.
An opportunity exists to reduce the number of
traffic lanes from four to two and to lose the central
railings. This will allow much freer pedestrian
movement and reduce the speed of traffic. In
addition, it will be possible to create a new cycle lane
separated from the road, generous new footpaths

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

£162,000
Medium term

and the possibility of on-street car parking in some
places. There is space for new tree planting to
enhance the street scene as well as an area for SUDS
and new street furniture.

Single carriageway

202

203
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205

206

207

Intermediate project 1
Tea in the street
208

209

210

211

212

213

214

215

216

217

218

219

Following the implementation of improvements to
the Beacon Park Road junction a new landscape
green space will be created. This project proposes
a new pop-up café pod in the triangle to introduce
a reason for being in the space and an information
point for the overall project.

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

£25,000
Medium term
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Intermediate projects – projects that can
be delivered over the next 5–10 years which
will begin to establish more substantive
change and a more significant change
from a road environment to a street
environment.

Short term projects

Long term projects - 10 - 15 years
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M11 - Redevelopment of Job Centre

12

M12 - Sites east of St Levan Road

J

F02 - P10 St Levan to Milehouse

Turning a city road into a city street

1

ST1 - Recycling pods

4

M04 - District centre for Weston Mill

The overall phasing
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LT1 - P6 St Budeaux By-pass

Phase 1 - Cookworthy Green
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ST3 - Bringing colour through nature
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M05 - St Levan Road Gas Holder Site
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M13 - Future of Milehouse depot

Phase 2 - Cookworthy Green to Beacon Park Road

1

M01 - North Prospect Regeneration P3

6

M06 - Refurbishment of Terra Nova Flats

14

M14 - A boardwalk to Blackies Wood

Phase 3 - Beacon Park Road

5

ST5 - Crossing the street

7

M07 - Growing Weston Mill community

15

M15 - Biddick Drive

Phase 4 - Beacon Park Road to Greatlands Place

6

ST6 - Trees in the school yard

G

LT2 - P7 Camels Head to Saltash Road

16

M16 - Land north of Biddick Drive

Phase 5 - Greatlands Place

7

ST7 - Doing up the shops

H

LT3 - P8 Cookworthy to Beacon Park

17

M17 - Boardwalk to the creek

Phase 6 - St Budeaux By-pass (a new street)

8

ST8 - One mile to the life centre

K

F03 - P11 The Milehouse junction

4

F04 - Robert Falcon Scott Centre

Future projects - 10 - 15 years

Phase 7 - Camels Head to Saltash Road
Phase 8 - Saltash Road to Cookworthy Green

Immediate projects - Getting things started

Medium term projects - Up to 5 years

8

M08 - Connecting to Ford and Keynsham

1

MT1 - A beautiful cliff

9

M09 - Land at Weston Mill junction

2

MT2 - P1 Cookworthy Green open space

10

M10 - Land south Beacon Park junction

3

MT3 - P1 Cookworthy Green

1

I01 - The project is the first project

4

MT4 - Painting Wolseley Road homes

2

I02 - Taking the street back

2

M02 - EFW Education Centre

3

I03 - Tidying the street

5

MT5 - Spreading the word

4

I04 - Signs and maps

6

MT6 - P2 Saltash Road to Cookworthy

5

I05 - Pride in our history

6

I06 - Losing the railing barriers

7

I07 - Bin collections

1

IT1 - Tea in the street
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I08 - Pine fresh

3

M03 - Park and Ride

2

IT2 - Creating an intelligent street

3

IT3 - P2 Cookworthy Green open space

C

IT4 - P3 Beacon Park Road

D

IT5 - P4 Beacon Park to Greartlands

E

IT6 - P5 Greatlands Place

Intermediate projects - 5 - 10 years

I

F01 - P9 St Levan Road Roundabout

Intermediate projects

Making a street
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Milestone project 3
Park and Ride

Whilst there is not a proposal to develop a new park
and ride to serve the western side of Plymouth to
be located near the St Budeaux By-pass it has been
mooted in the past. If the proposal re-emerges
it may assist in increasing the capacity of the
Wolseley Road capacity in the future and would fit
positively with a transport strategy for the city that
encourages modal shift away from the private car to
more sustainable modes of transport.

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

Medium term
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‘under the amber tr

Wolseley Road
Corridor Improvement Project

Intermediate project 2
Creating an intelligent street

225

This project is something that will develop over
time. The ambition is that as well as becoming
an attractive environment that helps to connect
communities and creates a positive first impression
of Plymouth, Wolseley Road also leads the way as
an intelligent street in the future. This means a
street that is intelligently connected into the wider
public transport and wider city events and facilities.
Establishment of street internet connections, real
time, legibility signage and mapping and other
emerging technologies should also be explored when
the time is right.

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

£75,000
Medium term
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Intermediate project 3
Cookworthy Green openspace - Phase 2

This project is the second phase of landscape and
public realm work to create a high quality pubic
space at the heart of the community that establishes
a strong inter-relationship between Wolseley Road
and the Green itself which is at a much higher level
than the road. This might include some dynamically
designed steps and associated lighting for example.
The scheme may include a new viewing point at the
high level linked to steps and a new footpath. As
described in relation to phase 1 the change in level
presents a big design challenge.

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

£300,000
Medium term
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Intermediate project 4
Phase 3 Beacon Park Road

228

229

The Beacon Park Road junction is currently
dominated by traffic with a large triangle of green
separated from the footpath in the middle of the
junction. The highway currently has a negative
impact on the setting of local housing that fronts
the space. The junction is an important node in
the community and a prominent cross roads when
moving across the city.
An opportunity exists to make a much more
attractive space at an important neighbourhood
and city location. Whilst four lanes need to be
maintained on Wolseley Road to ensure that the
capacity of the junction is maintained, it is possible
to reduce the actual width of the traffic lanes. This

230

231

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

£156,600
Medium term

will provide more space for tree planting, better
footpath space, a cycle lane and landscaping.
It will also be possible by closing the lane that
currently cuts the corner between Wolseley Road
and Beacon Park Road to create a really attractive
green space that is linked back to the northern
footpath.
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Intermediate project 5
Phase 4 Beacon Park Road to Greatlands Place

It is possible to reduce the overall width of the
carriageway and create space for tree planting, a
dedicated cycle lane, on-street car parking, and
improved footpaths. This will soften the street
scene and establish a much better setting for the
housing on the north side of the street.

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

£93,850
Medium term
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Turning a city road into a city street

The section of Wolseley Road and Greatlands is
well used by pedestrians - there are a couple of
supermarkets on the south side of the street. The
road here is wide and the environment is bleak with
large expanses of blacktop. An opportunity exists
to continue the positive work undertaken at the
Beacon Park junction and bring those benefits into
the retail and residential area.
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Intermediate project 6
Phase 5 Greatlands Place

Image caption

Turning a city road into a city street

234

235

The section of Wolseley Road around Greatlands
Place has housing on the north side and a parade
of shops on the south side. It is different in
character from other parts of the road. There are
many competing demands upon it including the
need for short stay car parking to serve the shops
and residential car parking to serve the houses.
Currently cars park along the wide footpath on the
north side of the road next to the houses. The street
environment is dominated by wide expanses of black
top.
An opportunity exists to create a shared surface
environment (or similar) adjacent to the shops in
order to better manage the competing demands
from different users of the street. The benefits of

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

£269,000
Medium term

this will include; reduced vehicle speeds, pedestrian
priority, space for cyclists, improved on-street car
parking for visitors to the shops and residents,
tree planting, improved paving, lighting and street
furniture, and an improved and more dynamic street
environment that will reinforce the shopping parade
as significant destination on Wolseley Road.
Greatlands Place itself provides a welcome green
break that should be cherished as an attractive
urban space adjacent to the shops – a counterpoint
to the busy street environment on this part of
Wolseley Road. There is an opportunity to further
improve the quality of the green space by removing
the redundant library building and implementing a
simple and complementary landscape scheme.

Long-term projects – projects that
it is more difficult to envisage being
implemented but which will have better
prospects of happening as a momentum
is developed as a result of the successful
delivery of earlier projects.

Short term projects

Long term projects - 10 - 15 years
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Medium term projects - Up to 5 years
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Intermediate projects - 5 - 10 years

I

F01 - P9 St Levan Road Roundabout

Long term projects

Making a street
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238

Milestone project 4
A new district centre for
Weston Mill

Long term project 1
Phase 6 St Budeaux By-pass

Milestone project 5
Development of the St Levan
Road Gas Holder site

Milestone project 6
Refurbishment of the Terra Nova
Flats

If this project were to be implemented it would comprise
a new mixed use community and retail centre at the heart
of the area to enhance local community infrastructure.

There is a possibility that the area of land adjacent to the
east side of the southern section of the St Budeaux Bypass will be redeveloped – possibly for a new Weston Mill
District Centre adjacent to the existing primary school.

Should this site be redeveloped it is important that the
design of the proposal is of an appropriate quality that is
befitting of the step change in quality that the corridor
project is advocating. It is likely that the scheme will be
predominantly residential.

The refurbishment of the Terra Nova flats presents an
opportunity to establish much improved accommodation
and an improved face from the site to the wider city.

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

If this goes ahead in the future it would be desirable
to reconfigure the existing road layout in order to
establish an enhanced public realm connecting the
neighbourhoods on either side of the road and
presenting a better first impression of the city.
Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

Milestone Project

Future

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

£193,500
Future

Turning a city road into a city street

Milestone Project

Future

Milestone Project

Future
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Milestone project 7
Growing the Weston Mill
community

Long term project 2
Phase 7 Camels Head to Saltash
Road

It is not clear whether or not the MOD site at Camels
Head will be developed in the future, If it is an
opportunity exists to increase the critical mass of the
area and to establish a more complete townscape where
at present the built environment is fragmented and has
a poor sense of place. Through the development of a
mixed use scheme comprising community, employment,
residential and other complementary land uses it may
be possible to help to bring together a more integrated
community which would make existing housing on the
north side of Wolseley Road, the primary school and
other development less isolated than they are at present.
Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale
Future

This section of Wolseley Road is bounded on the north
side by terraced housing and Weston Mill Primary School
and on the south side by the overgrown green boundary
to the MOD car park site.

north side serving the housing. The existing road is very
difficult for pedestrians to cross – there are two lengths
of railing to restrict pedestrian movement. The road
creates a poor first impression of Plymouth.

The width of the road here is very wide. In part this
is because the Camels Head junction performs an
important strategic roles and therefore needs to be big
enough to maintain an appropriate capacity. The lanes
are also over sized and there is an additional road on the

Whilst it is important to maintain existing traffic
capacities in order to avoid congestion at the peak hours,
there are opportunities to significantly improve the
quality of the street environment and to make it much
easier for pedestrians to cross the road.

Milestone Project

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

£371,000
Future

Turning a city road into a city street

Long term project 3
Phase 8 Saltash Road to
Cookworthy Green
This section of Wolseley Road is characterised by four
traffic lanes, very wide expanses of black top, wide
footpaths, a large ‘T’ junction at Saltash Road, railings in
the central reserve, housing elevated above the level of
the road above an overgrown stone cliff/ bluff in poor
repair (this housing will be redeveloped as part of the
North Prospect regeneration initiative), and the boundary
edge to the SWW sewerage treatment works on the
southern side of the street.

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

£162,000
Future

Turning a city road into a city street

Future projects – project that it would be
desirable to implement in the future as
circumstances change and the Wolseley
Road environment is quite different from
what it is today.

Short term projects

Long term projects - 10 - 15 years

11

M11 - Redevelopment of Job Centre

Turning a city road into a city street

1

ST1 - Recycling pods

4

M04 - District centre for Weston Mill

12

M12 - Sites east of St Levan Road

The overall phasing

2

ST2 - Parking in the street

F

LT1 - P6 St Budeaux By-pass

2

F02 - P10 St Levan to Milehouse

Phase 1 - Cookworthy Green

3

ST3 - Bringing colour through nature

5

M05 - St Levan Road Gas Holder Site

13

M13 - Future of Milehouse depot

Phase 2 - Cookworthy Green to Beacon Park Road

1

M01 - North Prospect Regeneration P3

6

M06 - Refurbishment of Terra Nova Flats

14

M14 - A boardwalk to Blackies Wood

Phase 3 - Beacon Park Road

5

ST5 - Crossing the street

7

M07 - Growing Weston Mill community

15

M15 - Biddick Drive

Phase 4 - Beacon Park Road to Greatlands Place

6

ST6 - Trees in the school yard

G

LT2 - P7 Camels Head to Saltash Road

16

M16 - Land north of Biddick Drive

Phase 5 - Greatlands Place

7

ST7 - Doing up the shops

H

LT3 - P8 Cookworthy to Beacon Park

17

M17 - Boardwalk to the creek

Phase 6 - St Budeaux By-pass (a new street)

8

ST8 - One mile to the life centre

3

F03 - P11 The Milehouse junction

4

F04 - Robert Falcon Scott Centre

Future projects - 10 - 15 years

Phase 7 - Camels Head to Saltash Road
Phase 8 - Saltash Road to Cookworthy Green

Immediate projects - Getting things started

Medium term projects - Up to 5 years

8

M08 - Connecting to Ford and Keynsham

1

MT1 - A beautiful cliff

9

M09 - Land at Weston Mill junction

2

MT2 - P1 Cookworthy Green open space

10

M10 - Land south Beacon Park junction

A

MT3 - P1 Cookworthy Green

1

F01 - P9 St Levan Road Roundabout

1

I01 - The project is the first project

4

MT4 - Painting Wolseley Road homes

2

I02 - Taking the street back

2

M02 - EFW Education Centre

3

I03 - Tidying the street

5

MT5 - Spreading the word

4

I04 - Signs and maps

B

MT6 - P2 Saltash Road to Cookworthy

5

I05 - Pride in our history

6

I06 - Losing the railing barriers

7

I07 - Bin collections

1

IT1 - Tea in the street

8

I08 - Pine fresh

3

M03 - Park and Ride

2

IT2 - Creating an intelligent street

3

IT3 - P2 Cookworthy Green open space

C

IT4 - P3 Beacon Park Road

D

IT5 - P4 Beacon Park to Greartlands

E

IT6 - P5 Greatlands Place

Intermediate projects - 5 - 10 years

Future projects

Making a street
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St Levan Road
Roundabout
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Milestone project 8
Connecting to Ford and Keyham

Milestone project 9
Land at Weston Mill Junction

Milestone project 10
Land south of the Beacon Park
Road junction

Future project 1
Phase 9 St Levan Road
Roundabout

A project that looks to establish a more direct pedestrian
connection between Ford and Keyham and Wolseley Road/
North Prospect. This may or may not be related to the
future redevelopment of Wolseley Road flats (a decision that
will be based on the housing plans/ strategy of the owner)?
The project could involve the creation of new public realm
and include development opportunities fronting the space
to establish a new and positive uninterrupted pedestrian
route between the recreation ground to the south and the
Beacon in North Prospect to the north.

The project would involve redevelopment of existing
single story housing if this is appropriate from a
housing strategy perspective. A scheme would seek to
establish bigger scale of architecture at an important
arrival point at the entrance into the city from the west.
Redevelopment would also afford the opportunity of
reintroducing the creek where it is currently culverted.
The project would complement development of the
district centre at Weston Mill and development of the
MOD site south of Wolseley Road and adjacent to Camels
Head junction.

An opportunity exists to redevelop the existing housing
on the south side of the street in order to enhance an
important public space on Wolseley Road (subject to
viability and housing strategy plans). This project would
be complementary to proposals to the Beacon Park
Road junction that would establish an improved street
environment.

St Levan Road roundabout is a major traffic junction
on the Wolseley Road corridor. It is designed to ensure
the efficient flow of traffic but does create a barrier to
easy pedestrian movement. The project would involve
the reconfiguration of the roundabout to create a
simple conventional junction that would make it easier
for pedestrians and cyclists to use and would connect
communities more positively. It is identified as a future
project due to its cost and complexity.

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

Milestone Project

Future

Milestone Project

Future

Milestone Project

Future

£201,500
Future

Turning a city road into a city street
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246

247

248

Milestone project 11
Redevelopment of Job Centre site

Milestone project 12
Redevelopment of sites east of St
Levan Road Roundabout

Future project 2
Phase 10 St Levan Road to
Milehouse

Milestone project 13
Future of the Milehouse depot

An opportunity for some height in this location and to
contribute towards a new junction in the city with a
distinct sense of place – a new focal point. If the Job
Centre building is redeveloped or refurbished in the
future the new building should make a more positive
contribution to the appearance of the street than it does
at the moment.

If the sites to the east of the junction are redeveloped or
refurbished in the future an opportunity exists to further
contribute towards the quality, scale and sense of place
of the St Levan Road junction.

This project would be one of the later phases in the
reconfiguring of the Wolseley Road street environment.
The project would include the introduction of a
dedicated cycle lane, improved footpaths and better
pedestrian crossings, tree planting and enhanced street
furniture.

Whilst there are no proposals to redevelop the site at the
moment as it has an important operational role, should
proposals come forward in the future (involving the
whole or part of the site) there would be opportunities to
enhance the setting of the corridor here. These should
ideally be considered in relation to future proposals for
the Milehouse junction.

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

Milestone Project

Future

Milestone Project

Future

£145,500
Future

Turning a city road into a city street

Milestone Project

Future

249

250

251

Land left
over after
planning

Biddick Drive

Improve
connections
to Keyham

Existing
linear park

Milestone project 14
A boardwalk to Blackies Wood

Milestone project 15
Biddick Drive connecting
Wolseley Road with Keyham

Milestone project 16
Land north of Biddick Drive

Milestone project 17
Boardwalk to the creek

A new boardwalk pedestrian connection through the
creek from the Camels Head junction to Blackies Wood.
This will form part of the education experience in the
area and include a new education centre and café on
the creek. This milestone project would provide an
opportunity to connect Barne Barton with Camels Head
and with Wolseley Road.

This project would connect Wolseley Road with Keyham
through the existing linear park. Whilst there is a
pedestrian link at the moment it does not represent a
strong link between communities. If redevelopment of
housing here is a viable and desirable proposition an
improved pedestrian connection between the linear park
and the Biddick Drive and in turn Wolseley Road could be
facilitated.

Land north of Biddich Drive on the south side of
Wolseley Road represents land left over after planning.
The future of the land should be reviewed so that a
comprehensive re landscaping and redevelopment plan
can be prepared to help to reinforce the quality of the
street here.

This project would involve creating a new pedestrian
route along the western side of the St Budeaux Bypass that would contribute towards opening up of the
creek as an asset in the area. The proposed boardwalk
would form part of a new network of pedestrian and
nature conservation enhancements in the area. Weston
Mill Lake was historically a major feature in the local
landscape. This along with other complementary
projects seeks to re-establish the prominence of the
watercourse as a positive landscape feature in the locality.

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

Milestone Project

Future

Milestone Project

Future

Milestone Project

£000,000
Future

Milestone Project

£000,000
Future
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Future project 3
Phase 11 The Milehouse junction

Future project 3 envisages a time in the future when
public transport needs to play a more significant role
in the life of the city. The project would involve the
reconfiguration of the Milehouse junction to respond to
the growth of the city and to establish a new strategic
crossroads for public transport in the city. A new hub
connecting to the districts and the city centre. As well
as performing a role as a major public transport interchange the new Milehouse junction would also become a
major new public open space in the city.
Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

£578,500
Future

Turning a city road into a city street

253

Future project 4
Robert Falcon Scott Centre

The new space would be create an attractive
environment for pedestrians that would help to connect
communities. Traffic routes would be maintained but
reconfigured.
The remodeling of the junction is currently proposed as
the final stage in turning a city road into a city street.

This project represents a final flourish. It would become
possible out of the momentum for change and the step
change in quality generated by the initiatives to change
the character and appearance of Wolseley Road. The
proposed centre would create a striking landmark to
celebrate one of Plymouth’s best-known international
personalities - next to his birthplace. A view on the world
from within the new visitor centre would create

Impact
Complexity
Cost 		
Timescale

elevated views south to Plymouth Sound and beyond
to Antarctica. In the future Milehouse junction would
become a major node in the street life of the city – a
place that captures Plymouth’s ambition as a city – the
antithesis of a traffic junction.

‘We are very near the end,
but have not and will not
loose our good cheer.’
£5,000,000
Future

Robert Falcon Scott

Making change happen
Making change happen – focuses on
identifying how delivery can be made
to happen. It concerns getting things
moving quickly, governance to ensure
that the appetite for change is maintained
into the future, implementation, project
management, identifying funding sources,
the importance of maintaining a strong
momentum and an appropriate quality, and
the need for monitoring and review.

Making change happen
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Governance, monitoring and review

The Wolseley Road project identifies immediate
projects that will start a process of change
quickly and in a way that will get things done on
the ground. The immediate projects have been
selected intentionally so that they respond to issues
and frustrations identified by local people in their
everyday lives.
Delivery of these projects needs to be championed
by the commissioning body with support from the
project partners. As such Plymouth City Council is
in the best position to make change happen with
support from key funders, landowners and the local
community.
The wider project involves a comprehensive
framework for change that seeks to fundamentally
alter the fortunes of the street through the delivery
of a number of initiatives of different scales over
many years. In order for this strategy to succeed
requires governance and ownership of the project
so that a momentum for change can be properly
established and so that on-going responsibility exists
to organise the projects that will effect change.

Whilst governance of the overall project could be led
from Plymouth City Council as the commissioning
organisation of the Wolseley Road project, a
multi agency approach to co-ordination and
delivery may well be more likely to succeed. This
might be a multi-sector governing organisation
comprising public, private and volunteer bodies
and organisations. Ideally the body should be
championed by a key personality in the city in order
to establish sufficient profile for the project and
provide an independent political focus.
For change to be instigated will require sustained
attention and a dogged determination over many
years. This will be made easier if early successes can
be established on the ground that begin the process
of change - making a real difference to the quality of
peoples lives and to the perception of the image of
Wolseley Road as a street in the city.
A multi agency responsibility, authority, a project
champion and establishment of a project manager/
project management through the life of the project
are crucial to success. Proper governance and

administration will underpin the ability of the
responsible organisation to attract funding, deliver
projects, build momentum and therefore exercise a
dramatic turn around in the quality of the street.
In order to provide a suitable planning backdrop to
assist delivery we recommend that the strategy be
embodied in planning policy. This could be achieved
by inclusion within the adopted Development Plan
Document (The Plymouth Plan) and by adoption of
the strategy as a Supplementary Planning Document
(SPD).
Giving material planning weight to the strategy
will assist in enabling and supporting delivery and
provide a stronger foundation for attracting funding
from different sources over time. In addition, it
would also make sense to include the strategy and
delivery of key projects within Plymouth’s Transport
Plan.
Governance needs to be the subject of particular
attention at the beginning of the process so that
suitable steps are made to establish an organisational

structure that can deliver change over time. This
might be through an existing body with suitable
credentials from within the community – or a new
organisation. The lead on establishing governance
for the project might be directed initially by
Plymouth City Council’s corporate strategy
team. From here the make up and mechanics
of a multi agency systems leadership approach
could be considered and facilitated – handing over
responsibility when appropriate.
Monitoring and review will need to underpin the
project as it moves forward. This is particularly
important because the project provides a framework
for change - this should be inherently flexible and
not an inflexible blueprint. Monitoring and review
will be important to gauge the success of early
projects and to identify the next phases. It is possible
that new projects that currently have not been
identified in the framework may come forward as
the street progress and change is delivered.
Funding will of course be critical to success.

Making change happen

Summary of projects

This section of the report summarises projects
earmarked in the framework set within a project
programme and informed by ‘ball park’ costs.
Broad 2015 project costs have been identified by the
project team (Hills Quantity Surveyors) to inform
the framework. The costs are intended to give an
idea – they have been based upon basic proposals
to get the job done well. As such the costs would
not take account of future detailed design decisions
that propose highly expensive bespoke furniture or
elaborate surfacing materials for example.

Getting things started: Immediate projects

£84,500

I1

The project is the first project (24)

£7,500 - Some cost for signs etc

I2

Taking the street back: a celebration and name change

£5,000 - Community organised event

I3

Tidying the street

£1,000 - Community organised event

I4

Signs and maps

£15,000 (2 information points, maps and signage)

I5

Pride in our history

£15,000 budget

I6

Losing the railing barriers

£6,000 budget

I7

Bin collections

£5,000 council initiative

I8

Pine fresh

£30,000

Short term projects

£255,000

ST1

Recycling pods

£30,000 (£10k per recycling point)

ST2

Parking in the street

£30,000 (£1k per parking space)

ST3

Bringing colour through nature

£30,000 (£10 per square metre)

M1

North Prospect Regeneration Phase 3

Milestone

ST4

Crossing the street (camels head and to the shops)

£70,000 (£35,000 per crossing point)

ST5

Trees in the school yard

£10,000 budget

ST6

Doing up the shops

£40,000 (facelift grant scheme)

ST7

One mile to the life centre - a healthy city initiative

£45,000 marking the route

Medium term projects: Up to 5 years

£758,240

MT1

£76,000 £200/sqm cosmetic improvement

A beautiful cliff
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MT2

Cookworthy Green Open Space - Phase 1

£260,000 connecting the space to the street

M7

Growing the Weston Mill Community

Milestone

MT3

Turning a city road into a city street - Phase 1 Wor Rd to Cook Rd

£187,845

LT2

£453,600 - funding related to M7

MT4

Painting Wolseley Road homes - a facelift

£30,000 - 60 properties

Turning a city road into a city street - Phase 7 Camels Head to Saltash
Road

M2

EfW Education Centre

Milestone

LT3

Turning a city road into a city street - Phase 8 Saltash Rd to
Cookworthy Green

£366,555

MT5

Spreading the word (local art colleges)

£5,000

MT6

Turning a city road into a city street - Phase 2 Cookworthy Green to
Beacon Park Road

£199,395

Future projects: 15 - 20 years

£1,081,605

M8

Connecting to Ford and Keyham

Milestone

M9

Land at Weston Mill junction

Milestone

M10

Land south of the Beacon Park Road junction

Milestone

F1

Turning a city road into a city street - Phase 9 St Levan Road
Roundabout

£191,870

Intermediate projects: 5 - 10 years

£1,032,555

IT1

Tea in the street - a small café in the street at Beacon Park Road

£25,000

M3

Park and Ride (a separate initiative that may enhance street capacity)

Milestone

IT2

Creating an intelligent street

£75,000 in liaison with utility companies

M11

Redevelopment of Job Centre site

Milestone

IT3

Cookworthy Green Open Space - Phase 2

£300,000

M12

Redevelopment of sites east of the St Levan Road roundabout

Milestone

IT4

Turning a city road into a city street - Phase 3 Beacon Park Rd

£191,065

F2

£178,780

IT5

Turning a city road into a city street - Phase 4 Beacon Park Rd to
Greatlands Place

Turning a city road into a city street - Phase 10 St Levan Road to
Milehouse

£114,450

M13

Future of the Milehouse depot

Milestone - Unlikely to be redeveloped

IT6

Turning a city road into a city street: Phase 5 Greatlands Place

£327,040

M14

A Boardwalk to Blackies Wood

Milestone - greenscape project

Long term projects: 10 - 15 years

£1,056,158

M15

Biddick Drive - connecting Wolseley Road with Keyham

Mlestone

M4

A new district centre for Weston Mill

Milestone

M16

Land North of Biddick Drive

Milestone

LT 1

Turning a city road into a city street - Phase 6 St Budeaux By-pass
(a new high street)

£236,005 - funding related to M4

M17

Boardwalk to the creek

Milestone

M5

Development of the St Levan Road Gas Holder site

Milestone

F3

Turning a city road into a city street - Phase 11 The Milehouse junction

£710,955

M6

Refurbishment of Terra Nova Flats

Milestone

F4

Robert Falcon Scott Centre

£5,000,000

Making change happen
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Implementation and funding
A focus for change

Establishing suitable governance and an
organisational structure to deliver change will
also be important in identifying and securing
funding options and opportunities. A proper and
accountable mechanism for delivery will also ensure
that the project is better placed to attract funds.
Whilst funding opportunities will come and go, and
new funds will become available time goes by, at
the time of developing the framework for change
the following opportunities were identified by the
project team and project partners:

Match Funding / Capital receipts from landowners
/ New homes bonus / European Funding link to
socio-economic issues / Community Infrastructure
Levy (CIL) (North Prospect on 1,2,3 list)/ Big
Lottery Community Fund / Sustrans Funding / EFW
Biodiversity Pot / LEP Growth Fund / Local Transport
Plan / PCC Annual Programme (Transport) / Rethinking Parks / Business Rates / EFW Community
Trust Fund / Cookworthy Green Funding / RIO City
Wide Arts Fund / RIO Arts and Cultrual Activity
Programme / Language Trust Fund / Stepping Stones
to Nature / European Funds / Free running - slack

lining - basketball / Sports Development Funds /
Sports England / Ping Plymouth / Sports Activation
Fund / England Athletics / EFW Biodiversity Pot /
DCC Recycling Education Programme / Vital sparks /
Access Funds.

Cooperative Fund / RIO City Wide Arts Fund

Funding opportunities for immediate projects:

Bin collections
DCC Recycling Education Programme / PCC Refuse /
EFW Community Trust Fund

The project is the project
EFW Community Trust Fund/ PCC Revenue budget
Taking the street back
EFW Community Trust Fund/ PCC Revenue budget
Tidying the street
Refuse revenue budget/ community volunteers/ EFW
Community Trust Fund
Signs and maps
RIO Arts Funds / Cooperative Community Fund / Vital
Sparks / EFW Community Trust Fund
Pride in our history
Vital Sparks / Access Funds / Big Lottery /

Losing the railing barriers
PCC Annual Transport funds/ PCC Annual
Programme

Pine fresh
EFW Biodiversity pot / EFW Community Trust Fund /
Stepping Stones to Nature

Making change happen
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